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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a motion compensation scheme
that combines a hierarchical translational stage (aimed
at compensating for large, primarily translational motion) with a fast gradient based warping stage [3] (aimed
at compensating for smaller more complicated types of
motion). The resulting scheme has low computational
complexity and accurately compensates for a wide variety of sequences.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years ane solutions to motion compensation
schemes have been suggested as an alternative to the
more traditional block based matching schemes. These
techniques known variously as control grid interpolation,
warping or ane motion compensation methods ([1],
[4], [6]) avoid the ubiquitous blocking artifacts associated with block matching algorithms at low bit-rates.
Ane schemes de ne the image domain as a set of nonoverlapping polygons (generally triangles or quadrilaterals) upon which motion compensation is performed. To
achieve compensation, the set of polygons are deformed
using a `rubber sheet' approach. However, these techniques are not directly applicable to very low bit-rate
compensation schemes which operate at low frame rates
(generally 10-15 frames per second). In these cases sequences often contain large motion which the `rubber
sheet' approach is unable to compensate for because of
its non-overlapping polygon constraint. Another weakness of ane schemes is the high computational complexity involved in performing a full search for all possible warps of the polygons.
To overcome both these problems this paper outlines
a technique that combines the advantages of a translational approach with those of a warping approach
whilst maintaining a scheme with low computational
complexity. A hierarchical, translational stage is implemented and this is then followed by a gradient-based
warping stage. The rst stage aims to compensate for
any large or global motion within the scene whereas the
second processing stage aims to compensate for more

complex motion associated with such situations as nonrigid body deformation (e.g. facial expressions). Note
that throughout this scheme non-integer pixel positions
are accommodated by bilinear interpolation of the four
nearest pixel positions.

HIERARCHICAL TRANSLATIONAL STAGE

Hierarchical or multiresolution motion compensation
schemes were rst suggested by Bierling [2] in the late
eighties as a solution to the problem of adequately tracking large motion whilst retaining low computational
cost. Given a pair of adjacent images in a sequence, a
set of low-pass ltered, sub-sampled copies of each image is generated. Each copy is scaled by a factor of two
with respect to the previous copy and thus a pyramidal structure is created. The estimation/compensation
procedure starts at the `top' of the pyramid (i.e. at
the coarsest scale) where a set of motion vectors are determined through the use of a standard block-matching
algorithm. These vectors are then propagated to the
next level in the pyramid (having been scaled appropriately) such that each search for a matching block in
the adjacent image is centred at the point indicated by
the vector propagated from the level above. The aim
of this approach is to minimise the computational load
by generating an initial estimate of the general motion
within a scene and then re ning this estimate by a local
matching procedure at each subsequent level.
The hierarchical part of our scheme consists of two levels. At the coarsest level the original QCIF sized image
(176  144 pixels) is ltered and subsampled to half the
original resolution and then split into 25 blocks. We require our search area to cover 16 pixels at the original
image resolution so at this rst level a search area of 8
pixels is used. This is performed at half pixel precision.
The resulting 25 vectors are scaled up by a factor of two
and propagated to the nal level at which 100 vectors
are generated (each search being centred at the scaled
vector location from the previous level). Note that at
each subsequent level, the search area is maintained at
8 pixels which reduces the computational complexity
of the algorithm when compared to more standard block
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matching algorithms. Having found these vectors the
expansion is as follows:
translationally compensated frame di erence is used as
I (x) = I 1 (A x) + (U ) rI 1 (A x) +  1 (A x)
the `adjacent frame' for the second stage which is described below.
where  1 (A x) represents the higher order terms of
the expansion and the r operator is the multidimenGRADIENT-BASED WARPING STAGE
sional gradient operator. Assuming that U is small
the higher order terms in the expansion can be ignored.
An adaptive procedure based on a Delaunay triangulaDe ning the frame di erence for iteration, i at position
tion approach is used to create the triangulation that
vector x as F D (x) = I (x) I 1 (A x) we obtain:
covers the image domain, [5], [3]. This technique allows
smaller triangles to be placed in areas of the image where
F D (x)  (U ) rI 1 (A x)
(1)
large compensation frame di erences can occur. A background matrix is used to indicate where the smaller triThe error measure used to test whether convergence is
angles should be placed. Note that no coding overhead
complete after iteration i is the squared di erence beis incurred with this method as the background matrix
tween the unwarped data from frame n and warped data
is based on a smoothed frame di erence that can be
from the adjacent frame n 1. Figure 2 illustrates two
locally generated at the decoder using the last two detriangles from a given cavity associated with a central
coded frames. Figure 1 illustrates a background matrix
vertex, V which moves from (x( 1) ; y( 1)) in image
and the corresponding triangulation that is generated.
n 1 to (x( ) ; y( )) in image n. Note that triangle
1 has cavity boundary vertices (x 11 ; y 11 ) and (x 12 ; y 12 )
The simplest approach to estimating the correct disthat remain constant for the update of this cavity and
placement for each vertex in our triangulation is to perthat all other triangles associated with vertex V have
form a full-search, whereby each vertex is displaced to
cavity boundary vertices (x 1 ; y 1 ) and (x 2 ; y 2 ) that
every possible pixel position and an error measure evalualso remain constant for the update of this cavity. The
ated. However this approach is extremely computationmotion
model adopted allows warped points in image
ally demanding and so the following gradient method is
n
1
at
iteration i to be matched to unwarped points
used which has been shown to signi cantly reduce the
in
image
n in the following manner:
complexity of the algorithm.

 


(x x 1 ) = a c
(x 1 x 1 )
Having generated a triangulation, and given adjacent
(2)
(y y 1 )
b d
(y 1 y 1 )
images I and I 1 (this being the translationally compensated frame), we de ne a cavity as being all the
where a ; b ; c and d is the current set of ane uptriangles associated with a given vertex. The modate parameters U associated with triangle tN at ittion model employed in the algorithm is of the form
eration i. As noted above, this problem can be reduced
I (x) = I 1 (Ax) where I (x) is the grey level of the
to optimizing just two parameters given the fact that
pixel at position vector x in image n and A represents
vertex 2 of each triangle remains constant during the
an ane transform. To warp a cavity, the central verupdate of a given cavity. Thus Equation 2 can now be
tex of that cavity is displaced via the ane transform A.
reformulated as:
Whilst this central vertex is moved the outer boundaries

 
 
 1 
of the cavity are xed, which reduces the estimation of
0
x = x 1 +
c =x +
x
A to a two parameter problem. An iterative mechanism
y
y 1
0 
b1
can be derived by linearising the motion model about a
current estimate for A, A via a Taylor series expansion.
and  are terms relating each point in any trianAn update U to A can then be generated which atgle in a cavity to the ane update parameter values c1
tempts to force the estimation process to converge to the
and b1 associated with triangle 1. Noting that x = A x
correct displacement for the vertex. The Taylor series
and that the x term is the update term, U from
n
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Equation 1, we can now rewrite Equation 1 for a given
position vector x as :
F D (x) 
i

T
i

(x ) rI
t

T

n

1

(A x)
i

(3)

The term x relates each point x in any triangle t in the
cavity to the ane parameters of the rst triangle while
the term contains the current estimate of the update
for the ane parameters of the rst triangle.
This allows a vector equation to be setup containing all
the points in the cavity and relating the spatial derivative at each pixel position to the frame di erence at that
position. This can then be rearranged to allow a direct
computation of an update to the ane parameters of
triangle 1, . To minimise the prediction error globally
we perform multiple passes through all the cavities (in
this case we loop 10 times) updating each vertex once
at each pass. For the full derivation see [3].
For this scheme 120 `non-boundary' vertices are generated for each frame of which 44 are used in the warping
stage (the others remaining xed). The decision to use a
vertex is based on the value of the background matrix at
the vertex position. The vertices are arranged in ascending order of background matrix value (i.e the rst vertex
in the list corresponds to the area of the image where
there is most prediction error). The rst 44 vertices in
this list are used in the warping stage. Again, by using
a background matrix based on the last decoded frame
no coding overhead is incurred. The 44 `ane' vectors
are combined with the 100 `translational' vectors giving
a total of 144 motion vectors.
t

i

i

RESULTS

The scheme outlined above is compared to a full search
H.263 scheme and a hierarchical H.263 scheme. For the
full search scheme the image is split into 99, 16  16
pixel blocks, 15 of which are further subdivided into
8  8 pixel blocks. The decision to subdivide a block is
based on the prediction error obtained from the motion
compensated 16  16 pixel block. This approach gives
144 motion vectors each of which is determined by a full
block matching algorithm using a search area of 16
pixels at half pixel precision. The hierarchical H.263
method uses an identical multi-resolution stage to that
outlined for the proposed two-stage method. 15 of these
blocks are then subdivided in a similar procedure to that
outlined for the full search H.263 scheme and a full block
matching procedure performed (again using a 16 pixel
search area at half pixel precision).
Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (in which the prediction error is regarded as noise)
for the proposed two-stage scheme and the two H.263
schemes for the rst 120 frames of the `Suzie' and `Carphone' test sequences respectively (both sequences are
in QCIF, 8 bits/pixel greyscale format).

For the `Suzie' sequence we note that in regions of low
motion all three schemes result in similar PSNR values.
In these areas of the sequence the multi-resolution stage
of the proposed and hierarchical H.263 methods perform almost identically to the full search H.263 method.
In areas of large motion (frames 40-80) this is not the
case. The hierarchical stage fails to compensate accurately and it is in these areas that it is essential that
the second stage performs well. We note that the ane
compensation stage of the proposed scheme signi cantly
outperforms the translational compensation stage of the
hierarchical H.263 method (over frames 40-80 the PSNR
of the proposed scheme is on average 1.2dB higher than
that of the hierarchical H.263 method).
The `Carphone' sequence contains large amounts of motion throughout the entire sequence. The results show
that the full search H.263 method generally outperforms
the other methods. Comparing the proposed method to
the hierarchical H.263 method we note that it mostly
results in a slightly improved PSNR.
In terms of subjective assessment we note that the ane
stage of the proposed scheme improves the visual appearance of the results in comparison to the hierarchical
H.263 method in both the `Suzie' and `Carphone' test
sequences. This is achieved because of the reduction in
the number of blocking artifacts introduced into the reconstructed frames. To illustrate this, Figure 4 shows a
portion of Frame 50 from the `Suzie' test sequence. It
should be noted that all three methods give rise to blocking artifacts in the reconstructed frames. Analysing
these we see that the full search H.263 method results
in only slight artifacts in the nose and cheek areas. The
artifacts created by the hierarchical H.263 method are
severe occurring in the nose, eye and cheek areas. In
comparison the two-stage scheme creates a smoother
outline of the face and one severe blocking artifact in
the nose area.
In terms of complexity the two stage algorithm is lower
than both of the H.263 based schemes. The two stage
scheme took an average of 60 seconds per frame to process the `Carphone' sequence whereas the full search
H.263 method took 350 seconds per frame and the hierarchical H.263 scheme 100 seconds per frame, respectively (these simulations being written in C++ and executed on a 200MHz Pentium Pro).

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have detailed a two stage motion compensation algorithm aimed at low bit-rate video coding
which when compared to two types of H.263 scheme
is signi cantly less computationally demanding. The
resulting PSNR of the full search H.263 results are
higher than those of the two stage scheme which are
in turn higher than those obtained from the hierarchical H.263 scheme. Visually the results of the proposed
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b.‘Carphone’ Test Sequence
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Figure 4: Reconstructed Frame 50
(a) Original (b) Full search H.263 (c) Hierarchical H.263 (d) Two-stage scheme
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